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POLAR CLASSES AND SEGRE CLASSES 
ON SINGULAR PROJECTIVE VARIETIES 

SHOJI YOKURA 

ABSTRACT. We investigate the relation between polar classes of complex varieties 
and the Segre class of K. Johnson [Jo]. Results are obtained for hypersurfaces of 
projective spaces and for certain varieties with isolated singularities. 

o. Introduction. The relation between polar classes and Chern classes (Chern-
Mather and Chern-MacPherson classes) of singular complex varieties has been 
studied by several authors (Dubson, Le, Teissier, Piene, etc.). This paper is moti-
vated by trying to understand the relation between Chern classes and Segre classes 
[Jo] of singular varieties, which has not been clarified yet. As one of the steps for this 
we have tried to capture the relation between Segre classes S*( X) defined by K. 
Johnson [Jo] and our Segre-Mather classes S:( X) defined in a similar manner to 
that of Chern-Mather classes C:(X). 

Our first main theorem is 

THEOREM A. Let xn ~ pn+l be a reduced hypersurface with S denoting the singular 
subvariety of X. Then we have 

S;(X) = SiM(X) + si-l(pn+l) n( l'>J[Sn-l,J])' 
} 

where SIl-l.J are irreducible components of dimension n - 1 of singular subvariety S of 
X, eJ is the multiplicity of the Jacobian ideal in the local ring of X at the generic point 
of SIl-l.J (e.g., see [FI, §4.3]), and Si-l(pn+l) is the (i - l)st usual Segre class of 
pn+l. 

Our second main theorem is for xn ~ p2n with isolated singularities. Let x be a 
singular point of X, let P be a generic point off X, and let H be a hyperplane not 
containing x. Consider the affine variety xa = X - H ~ p2n - H = c2n. Let e be 
a sufficiently small positive number and let t be a complex number such that 
It I « e. Shift xa towards the point P by the length t. Let Sp./xa) denote such a 
shifted xa. Then count the intersection points of xa and the shifted Sp,(Xa) within 
the e-ball B(x) around the singular point x. (For a generic point P, Sp,(xa) and 
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XU are transverse to each other within B.(x) for sufficiently small f and t.) This 
number is denoted n(x, P, t, f) and called the shift multiplicity of x. With this new 
multiplicity, our second main theorem is 

THEOREM B. Let xn k p2n be a reduced Singular variety with isolated singularities 
Xl' x 2,· .. , x r • Then we have 

and 
r 

Sn(X) = SnM(X) + L nj[xJ 
;=1 

where nj is the shift multiplicity of each Singularity x;. 

In §1 we discuss Chern-Mather and Segre-Mather classes and polar classes 
corresponding to them. §2 is a quick review of K. Johnson's thesis [Jo). §3 deals with 
the decomposition of the class [P(X»), which appears in the definition of Johnson's 
Segre classes S.( X). §§4 and 5 contain our main results, for hypersurfaces and for 
xn k p2n with isolated singularities, respectively. 
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and encouragement, and also G. Kennedy, T. Shifrin, R. Smith, and especially R. 
Varley, for their valuable suggestions and comments. Also I would like to thank W. 
Fulton and R. MacPherson for their encouragements. 

1. Chern-Mather, Segre-Mather, and polar classes. Let xn be a projective variety 
of pure dimension n in the complex projective space pN. A variety is understood to 
be a reduced scheme (possibly reducible). Let Gr(TpN, n) be the Grassmannian 
bundle over pN; its fiber over a point X E pN is the Grassmannian Gr(TxpN, n) of 
n-planes in the tangent space TxPN at x. Let Xsm denote the open dense subvariety 
of nonsingular points. We consider the canonical embedding 

The closure of the image g(Xsm ) is called the Nash blowup of X and is denoted by 
X; the Nash blowup map P: X -+ X is the restriction of the projection map 7T: 
Gr(TpN, n) -+ pN. It is well known (e.g., [Du or Go)) that (i) X is algebraic, (ii) P: 
X -+ X is algebraic proper, and (iii) over Xsm p is an (algebraic) isomorphism. The 
restriction to X of the tautological bundle on Gr(TpN, n) is called the Nash tangent 
bundle of X and is denoted by IT. 

DEFINITION. The ith Chern-Mather class Cr(X) is defined by 

C;M(X) = p.(cj(IT) n[x1), 
where cj(TX) is the ith Chern class of IT. The ith Segre-Mather class S;M(X) is 
defined by 

- -where s;(TX) is the ith inverse Chern class of TX. 
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Let P(TX) be the projectivization of the Nash tangent bundle, 19 p ("TX)(l) the dual 
of the tautotlogical line bundle over P(TX), t: P(TX) -... X the projection map, 
PI = p. t, and (J = c l (l9p("TX)(l». Then it is well known (e.g., [KID that SjM(X) = 
PI*«(Jn-l+i () [P(Tx)D. 

---TX 

t 
i 
~v 
x 

Let Gr(N, n) denote the Grassmannian of pn's in pN. We define the projective 
Gauss map y: X -... Gr(N, n) by ~ >-+ ~, where ~ is the unique linear subspace of p N 
of dimension n whose tangent space at x is ~. Let i n +1 be the tautological bundle 
of rank n + lover Gr(N, n). Let IT denote the pull-back of i n + 1 to X via y. 
Define y: Gr(Tp N, n) -... Gr(N, n) by y(~) = ~ just as above, so that y is y 
composed with inclusion. Let Lx be the pull-back (via P: X -... X) of the line bundle 
19 x( -1) on the projective variety X. There is an exact sequence (the Euler sequence) 

0-... '1/'*l9 PN(-l) -... y*i n + 1 -... En ® '1/'* 19 p N(-l) -... O. 

See, for instance, [GH, p. 409]. Pulling back this exact sequence via the inclusion 
map i: X -... Gr(TpN, n) yields the exact sequence (cf. [GH, ShD 

- -0-... Lx -... TX -... TX ® Lx -... O. 
-The Chern and Segre classes of TX are closely related to "polar loci". Let 

A = A N - n + k - 2 be a liner subspace of dimension (N - n + k - 2) of pN. The polar 
locus P(A) of X with respect to A is defined to be the closure of the locus of points 
x of Xsm such that the projective tangent space TxXsm intersects A in a space of at 
least (k - 1) dimension. Piene [Pit, Pi2] showed that for a generic A, the polar locus 
is of codimension k, and that the homology class Pk(X) represented by the polar 
locus is independent of the choice of a generic A. Explicitly, if Schk(A) denote the 
Schubert variety 

{ P E Gr( N, n): dime P n A) ~ k - I}, 

then for a generic A, 
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Recall the Gauss-Bonnet Theorem (cf. [GH or KL)): The Poincare dual of the 
Schubert cycle [Schk(A)] is equal to (-l)kck(£), i.e., 

[ Sch k ( A )] = (-1) k C k ( £) n [ Gr( N, n )] . 

Thus for a generic A, 

From the Euler exact sequence we get 

and 

k (1') (-) ~( )k-1n+ -I (-) (*)k-i Ck TX = i:--O -1 k _ i cj TX U c1 Lx . 

These formulas imply the following Todd formulas for polar classes and Chern-
Mather classes [Pi2]: 

Ct'(X) = .E (_l)i( n ; : 7 i)Uk- i n Pj(X), 
1=0 

and 

Pk(X) = i~O (-l)j( n ;: 7 i)Uk- j n CjM(X), 

where U = c1«(9x(1». 
Now let A = A N -m-1 (m ~ n) be a linear subspace of dimension (N - m - 1) of 

pN. The polar locus P(A) of X with respect to A is defined to be the closure of the 
locus of points x of Xsm such that the projective tangent space TxXsm intersects A. 
In [Jo and Pil] it is shown that for a generic A, P(A) has the "expected" 
codimension k = m - n + 1 and that its homology class Pk(X) is independent of 
A. We call this class the polar class. 

Explicitly, if Sch'1(A) denotes the special Schubert variety 

{PEGr(N,n):PnA* 0}, 
then for a generic A, 

P(A) = p(y-1(SCh'1(A))) and Pk(X) = p* ([y-1(SCh'1(A))]). 

By the Gauss-Bonnet Theorem, the Poincare dual of the homology class [Sch'1(A)] is 
equal to the (m - n + l)st Chern class cm - n + 1(Q) of the tautological rank (N - n) 
quotient bundle Q of the trivial bundle tfN+1 by £n+1: 

0-+ £n+1 -+ tfN+1 -+ QN-n -+ O. 

Thus 
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From the previous exact sequence we get the exact sequence over X 
0-+ IT -+ y*@"N+1 -+ y*QN-n -+ O. 

Hence by the Whitney product formula 

Pk( X) = v*( Sk(IT) n [XJ). 

173 

The Euler exact sequence again yields Todd formulas, this time involving Segre 
classes: 

and 
k 

Sf(X) = ;~o(-l);(n~k)uinpk_i(X), 

2. A quick review of K. W. Johnson's thesis [Jo]. Johnson's Segre class S*( X) is 
defined as the relative Segre class S(d(X), X X X) of X X X with respect to the 

-w 
diagonal d(X). We recall the details here. Let X X X -+ X X X be the blowup of 
X X X along the diagonal, which is defined by some ideal sheaf I. Let P( X) be the 
exceptional divisor of this blowup; i.e., 

P(X) = Proj ( .€a 11//1+ 1), 
J;;'O 

which is the projectivization of the normal cone [F3] 

Cd(X)(XX X) = spec( €a 11//1+ 1 ). 
J;;'O 

Note that if X is of equidimension n, then P(X) is of equidimension 2n - 1. If we 
restrict 'TT to the exceptional divisor P(X) and identify d(X) with X, we have the 
projection map p: P(X) -+ X. Let ~ = c1(l!I p (x)(1». Then the ith Segre(-Johnson) 
class S;( X) is defined by 

S;(X) = p*(e- 1+ i n [P(X)]) E H2(n-i)(X), 

(For the general notion of relative Segre classes, see [F3, FL, FMl].) 
Johnson studied the scheme-theoretical fiber over x, 

Spec( $/1//1+ 1) xxSpec(k(x)), 

(where k(x) is the residue field l!Ix.x/Mx) and called it the tangent star to X at x. 
We denote this by *TxX. We call the normal cone Cd(X)(X X X) the tangent 
star-bundle (not a bundle in the usual sense), and denote it by *TX. Thus, 
P(X) = P(*TX). Note that if 8(X) = Spec(Sym/!1/1/12», then 8 xX is the Zariski 
tangent space to X at x. The surjection Sym/!1 (J/12) -+ $. 0/1//1+1 induces a 

x J> 
scheme-theoretical inclusion *TX "-+ 8(X), so the tangent star is a subcheme of the 
Zariski tangent space. Johnson gave a geometric description of the tangent star (as a 
set) as follows: If X is a subvariety of eN, then *TxX is the union of all lines L 
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through x for which there are sequences {Yi}' {y!} of points in X converging to x 
such that the sequence of lines YiY: converges to L. In fact, this tangent star *TxX 
was already introduced by Whitney as Cs ( X, x) [Wh, Chapter 7]. 

Let A N- m- 1 be a generic linear subspace of pN. Then the projection map PA: 
X -+ pm, with A as the center of the projection map, induces a linear map d(PA)x: 
ex< X) -+ epA(X)pm for each point x E X. Johnson defined a ramification locus of 
PA as follows: PA ramifies at x if the induced map PAI*TxX: *TxX -+ epA(X)pm is not 
finite-to-one. He showed that [Jo, Lemma 2.1 and §2.2] PA ramifies at x if and only 
if *TxX n A =1= 0, where *TxX is the projective closure of the tangent star. The 
ramification locus is not necessarily equidimensional, but its largest components are 
of dimension (2n - m - 1) and their union is the support of a scheme 9t A(X) 
described below. 
~ we give another description of the ramification locus RA(X). The variety 
X x X is the closure of the image of the map 

X x X - d(X) -+ (X x X) x G, (x, y) H (x, y, ~), 

where G = Gr(N, 1) is the Grassmannian of lines in pN, and ~ is the secant line 
through x and y. By definition P( X) is a sub scheme of xx-:K. Let g: P( X) -+ G 
and p: P(X) -+ d(X) = X be the projection maps. Let W(H) = {L E GIL n A 
=1= 0}. Then 

RA(X) = P . g-lW(A). 

The scheme-theoretical analog of this equation gives the desired ramification scheme 

9t A(X) = p' g-lm3(A). 

Johnson's ramification class is defined by 

Rk(X) = p*(g* [W(A)] n [P(X)]), k=m-n+l. 

Its support is the union of the largest components of RA( X), and its homology class 
is independent of a generic A. Johnson [Jo, §5.2] showed the Toddformula 

k 

Rk(X) = i~J ~:: )Uk- i n Si(X), 

He also defined a double point class D k - 1 (k = m - n + 1) associated with a 
generic center AN-m-l, and obtained the double point formula 

k-l 

Dk_1(X) = U k- 1 n d[X] - i~O C ~;! 1)Uk- 1- i n Si(X) 

where d is the degree of xn ~ pN. From the Todd formula and the double point 
formula, he obtained Johnson's connectingformula: 

(k = m - n + 1). 
This connecting formula implies a quite surprising result: Let X be an n-dimen-
sional subvariety of pN, N ~ 2n. If X can be immersed in a lower dimensional 
projective space by projection, then it can be so embedded. 
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One of the intriguing questions about Johnson's Segre classes is their invariance 
properties in a flat family. Using Johnson's Todd formula one can show that for 
reduced hypersurfaces xn and yn of the same degree d in pn+l, degSi(X) = 
deg Si( Y) for each i. Explicitly, for i > 0 

degSi{ X) = {_l)i-l( 7 ~ i)d 2 

+(_l)i-I{(i _l)(n 7 i) -(n + 2)(7 ~ :)}d. 
3. Decompositions of P( X). In this section we compare the projectivizations 

P( X) and P(TX) of, respectivley, the tangent star-bundle and the Nash tangent 
bundle of a projective variety X. 

PROPOSITION 3.1. For any irreducible projective variety X, there exists a canonical 
morphism q: P(TX) ~ P(X) such that the image q(P(TX) is an irreducible compo-
nent of P(X) and also that qlp(Txsm ) is an isomorphism from p(TXsm) into P(Xsm ). 

PROOF. Let 'IT: Gr(TpN, n) ~ p N be the projection map (i.e., Grassmannian 
bundle map) and f! be the pull-back of the tangent bundle Tp N via 'IT, i.e., 
f!= 'IT*TpN. Note that the exceptional divisor E of the blowup p N X p N of 
pN X pN is the projectivization of the tangent bundle TpN, i.e., E = P(TPN), and 
also that the tautological rank n bundle En over Gr(TpN, n) is a subbundle of 
f!= 'IT*TpN. 

Now consider the following diagram, where '-+ denotes the inclusion map, and 
also note that p = 'IT I X. Then we restrict the map P( f!) ~ !i... to P(TX) and denote 
this restriction map by q. If we furthermore restrict q to P(TXsm )' then we have the 
isomorphism P(TXsm ) ~ P( Xsm). Hence, since P(TX) is the closure of P(TXsm ) and 

q is continuous, q(P(TX» C P(X). Since q(P(TX» and p{Xsm ) are irreducible and 
of the same dimension (= 2n - 1), it follows that q(P(TX) = p{ Xsm )' which is an 
irreducible component of P( X). Q.E.D. 

COROLLARY 3.2. Let X be a reduced projective variety of equidimension and 
X = Xl U . .. U Xr be the irreducible decomposition of X. Then there exists a canoni-
cal morphism q: P(TX) ~ P(X) such that the image q(P(TXJ) is an irreducible 
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- - -component of P( X), and that q(P(TX)) = q(P(TX1)) U ... U q(P(TXr )) is the irre-
ducible decomposition of q(P(TX)), and also q(P(TX)) = P( Xsm). - -We call q(P(TX;)) a typical c~onent of P(X). Note that since P(TX) is reduced 
and q is an iso~rphism, q(P(TX)) is reduced, i.e., the multiplicity of each typical 
component q(P(TX;)) in P(X) is equal to one. 

Now let PiL be the extra components of P(X) other than the typical compo-
nents, supported on the singular part of X, with the multiplicity m j for each J.j, and 
77/ J.j -+ X be the projection map. Then it is not hard to show the following naive 
formula between Johnson's Segre class S*( X) and our Segre-Mather class S,tt( X): 

PROPOSITION 3.3. Let X be a reduced projective variety of equidimension n. Then we 
get 

j 

where t¥j = c1(l!JIj(l))· 

PROPOSITION 3.4. Let xn C p N be a reduced projective variety of equidimension n 
and the singular set of X be of dimension k. If N - n < n - k, then Sj(X) = SjM(X) 
for any i. 

PROOF. Since *TxX ~ TxP N = eN, the "fiber" dimension of each extra compo-
nent J.j of P( X) is at most N - 1. So the dimension of the extra component J.j is at 
most (N - 1) + k. Since N - n < n - k, (N - 1) + k < 2n - 1. Hence, in fact, 
there is no such extra component J.j because P( X) must be of equidimension 
2n - 1. Thus the above formula follows from Proposition 3.3. Q.E.D. 

REMARK 3.5. The multiplicity mj attached to each extra component J.j. is given by 

mj = length( l!Jp(X),Ij)' 

Here l!JP(X),vj is the local ring of P(X) at J.j. As in [HoI, Proof of Lemma 8.1.1] A. 
Holme discussed m j a little, and this integral coefficient m j can be interprete~ 
intersection multiplicity of the scheme-theoretical intersection P( X) = E n X X X. 
This multiplicity is given by Serre's Tor-formula (see [K1, p. 317]): 

L ( -1) j length( Torjl!! P;;;;;-;.vj ( l!J7XX,Ij' l!J E,Ij) ). 
i 

By some algebra this turns out to be equal to length( l!J P( X),Ij)' It seems that it is hard 
to compute this multiplicity or even to identify the extra components of P( X). In 
§§4 and 5 we will find such multiplicities in the cases of hypersurfaces and 
xn ~ p2n with isolated singularities. 

4. Hypersurfaces. In this section we will give an explicit formula between Johnson's 
Segre class S*( X) and our Segre-Mather class S,tt( X) for hypersurfaces without any 
restrictions on singularities. 

PROPOSITION 4.1. Let xn be a reduced hypersurface of pn+l. If x is a singular 
point of X, then the tangent star *TxX to X at x is isomorphic to Txpn+l = e n + 1 (even 
as a scheme ). 
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PROOF. Since this is a local problem, we can assume that x E Xc Cn+l, an~ also 
we can assume that x is the origin. Let f(XI, X2 , ••• , Xn+l ) be a reduced poly-
nomial defining X. Since x is a singular point and x is the origin, f( Xl' X2,· •• , Xn+ 1) 

has no constant term and the degree of its initial part is ~ 2. Let Xl"'" Xn+ l , 

UI , •.. , Un + l be the affine coordinates of C n+l X C n+l. Let J be the ideal defining 
the diagonal d(C n+l ) of C n+l X Cn+l, generated by (Xl - Ul, X2 - U2,·.·, Xn+l 
- Un+l ), Jt = (Xl' UI, ... , Xn+l ' Un+l ), and I be the ideal defining the diagonal 
d( X) of X X X in the coordinate ring 

R = C[Xp ... , Xn+l,UI"",Un+I1!U(XI"'" Xn+I).f(Ul, ... ,Un+l))' 

Jt = Jt/(f( Xl"'" Xn+l ), f(UI,···, Un+l ))· 

Then by some standard algebra, we have the surjection 

q,: E9 Ji /Jt. Ji -+ E9 Ji /Jt. Ji. 
i"O i"O 

If q, is not surjective, i.e. Kerq, is not zero, then it follows by taking Proj that 

P(*TxX) = proj ( E9 ji/Jt. ji) 
; .. 0 

is a proper closed sub scheme of Proj( $i;;'O Ji /Jt. Ji) = P(*TxC n+l ) = P(C n+l) = 
pn. Hence P(*TxX) consists of at most a finite number of hypersurfaces. On the 
other hand, since the multiplicity of X at x is ~ 2 (in fact, is equal to the degree of 
the initial part of the defining polynomial f(J£I"'" Xn+ l », any line L going 
through the point is the limit of the secant line xjYj, where Xj -+ x, Yj -+ x, and Xj' 
Yj are smooth points. Thus any line going through the singular point x is in *TxX (as 
a set); i.e., *TxX = Cn+1 as a set, Le., P(*TxX) = pn as a set. This is a contradic-
tion. Thus cp must be injective, so cp is an isomorphism. Hence, 

*TxX = spec( $ ji /Jt. Ji) ::::< spec( .$ Ji /Jt. Ji) 
;;;.0 ; .. 0 

(~/ *TxCn+1 = TxCn+1 )) 

::::< Spec(C[XI - U1 , ••• , Xn +l - Un + 1]) ::::< Cn + 1• 

. I . . C n + 1 TC n + 1 Therefore, the tangent star *TxX to X at a smgu ar pomt x IS = x even 
as a scheme. Q.E.D. 

Now we are ready to state our first main theorem. 

THEOREM 4.2 (A FORMULA FOR SEGRE CLASSES FOR HYPERSURFACES). Let xn ~ 
pn + 1 be a reduced hypersurface with S denoting the singular subvariety of X. Then 

Sj(X) = Sr(X) + si-l(pn+l) n (Lei' [Sn-l,i]) 
; 

= SjM(X) +(_l)j-l( 7 ~ i)Ui- 1 n (Lei' [Sn-lJ), 
; 
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where Sn-l,} are irreducible components of dimension n - 1 of the singular subvariety 
S, e} is the multiplicity of the Jacobian ideal in the local ring of X at the generic point of 
Sn-l,}, U = c1(l!1 X (1» and Si-l(pn+l) is the usual (i - l)st Segre (cohomology) 
class of pn+l. Hence, in particular, if dimS < n - 1, then Sn-l.) = 0, so Si(X) = 
Sr(X) for any i. 

PROOF. The second assertion is clear by Proposition 3.4. So we consider the case 
when dimS = n - 1. In this case, by Proposition 4.1, P(X) has extra components 
supported on each irreducible component, Sn-l,} of dimension n - 1 of the singular 
subvariety S of X, and they are p(Tpn+ll s ). We show the following formula 

n-l,j 

(recalling the notations in §3): 

'IT .• (ir n- 1+i n [p(Tpn+ll .)]) = Si-l(pn+l) n [S _ .] J ) SII_I.} n 1,} 

= (_l)i-l(n + i)U i - 1 n [S .] i-I n-l,) , 

where we understand Si-l(pn+l) = e*Si-l(pn+l), e: X ~ pn+l the inclusion map, 
and [Sn-l) = ij*[Sn-l,}], ii Sn-l,} ~ X the inclusion map. 

PROOF OF THE ABOVE FORMULA. For convenience, we omit the subscript j from 
the notation. Then 

Tpn+ll sn _1 = (e 0 i)*Tpn+l = i*e*Tpn+l. 

Since i*e*Tpn+l is a rank (n + 1) bundle over Sn-l' by considering 'IT = i 0 'lT 0 , 

where 'lT 0 : p(Tpn+lk_.> ~ Sn-l is the projection map, we have 

'IT*( t/Jn-l+i n [p( Tpn+lkJD = i.'lT2( t/J(n+l)-l+(i-l) n [p( Tpn+llsnJD 

= i.( Si-l( Tpn+llsnJ n [Sn-1J) = i.( Si-l(i*e*Tpn+l) n [Sn-l]) 

= i.(i·e*Si-l(Tpn+l) n[Sn_l]) = e·Si-1(pn+l) n i.[Sn-l]' 

by the projection formula and the definition of s*(pn+l). Since 

s(pn+l) = ljc(pn+l) = (1 + C1(l!1pn+l(1))f(n+2) 

and e*(!)pn+l(l) = l!1 x (1), by a well-known binomial formula 

e.Si-1(pn+l) = (-1)i-l(7 ~ ;)Ui- 1. 

Thus, by Proposition 3.3, we get the following formula: 

Si(X) = SiM(X) + Si-l(pn+l) n (L:m) . [Sn-l,J). 
} 

So all we have to do is to find L}m} . [Sn-l) (or strongly m) for each j) __ 
Now by Johnson's Todd formula and our Todd formula relating p.(X) and 

stt(X) we easily get 

R1(X) = P1(X) + L:m}' [Sn-l,}]' 
j 
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Recalling the definitions of P.(X) and p.(X) in §1 we notice that PI(X) = PI(X). 
(In general, of course, Pk(X)"* Pk(X).) By [Pit, Corollary 2.2, p. 257] 

(4.4) PI(X) = (d - 1)U n[x] - Le). [Sn-l,}]' 
} 

where d is the degree of the hypersurface X. Johnson's double point formula implies 
that Do(X) = d[X] - [X] = (d - 1)[X] and also Johnson's connecting formula 
implies that, since DI(X) = 0 (because X is already contained in pn+l), RI(X) = U 
n Do( X). Then we combine them to get 

(4.5) RI(X) = (d - 1)U n [X]. 

Thus (4.4) and (4.5) imply 

(4.6) RI(X) = PI(X) + Le}· [Sn-l,}]. 
} 

Thus (4.3) and (4.6) imply 

(4.7) Lm}' [Sn-l,}] = Le}· [Sn-l,}]' 
} } 

This completes the proof of the theorem. 
REMARK 4.8. One might be tempted to immediately conclude that for each j, 

m} = ej" But identity (4.7) is in the homology group (or Chow homology group), 
thus, as cycles, 'Lim} - e)· [Sn-l) is homologous to zero (or rationally equivalent 
to zero). If the singular locus of X has only one irreducible component of dimension 
n - 1, then m = e; i.e., e = length«(9p(Xl, v), Also, both m and e are described 
locally, so we conjecture that m} = e} for each j.l 

REMARK 4.9. As an example of Theorem 4.2, let us consider a reduced plane curve 
X with isolated singularities Xl"'" X r • Then we have 

SI(X) = stt(X) + Lei[xi], 
} 

where ei is the Jacobian multiplicity of Xi' For instance the Jacobian multiplicity of 
a node singularity is 2 and that of a cusp singularity is 3 (see [KID. This formula and 
Dubson's formula for Chern-MacPherson classes C.( X) give an interesting formula 
between Sl (X) and CI (X) involving Milnor numbers: 

SI(X) = -CI(X) + LI'JxJ; 

where I'i is the Milnor number of the singularity Xi' We have been unable to 
generalize this to other higher dimensional cases. 

5. xn ~ p2n with isolated singularities. In §4 we considered the hypersurface case, 
a special case of which is the plane curve case. In this section we consider the case 
when xn ~ p2n with isolated singularities, a special case of which is also the plane 
curve case. 

1 R. Varley and the present author have recently proved this conjecture affirmatively. The proof will 
appear elsewhere. 
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If Xl C p2 is a reduced plane curve of degree d with a single singularity x o, then 
we have 

So(X) = SOM(X) = [xl and SI(X) = Sf(X) + m ,[xo], 
where m is the Jacobian multiplicity of x o, m = d(d - 1) - deg(PI(X», This can 
be generalized to 

THEOREM 5.1. Let xn ~ p2n be a reduced singular variety of degree d with a single 
isolated singularity xo' Then 

S;(X) = st(X), i < n, and Sn(X) = SnM(X) + m ,[xo], 
where 

11 

m = d(d - 1) - L deg(PI1~k+l(X)), 
k=l 

PROOF. The first equality is clear (by the dimension reason). We note that 
(5.1) Sn(X) = SnM(X) + m ,[xo], 
where m is a nonnegative integer. By Johnson's Todd formula and our Todd 
formula (see §1) we can easily see that 

(5.2) Rn~k+l(X) = Pn~k+l(X), 2 ~ k ~ n, 
and 
(5.3) 
Then by Johnson's connecting formula, (5.2), and (5.3) we have 

JCF(l) U· Do - Dl = PI' 

JCF( k) 

JCF(n - 1) U· Dn~2 - Dn~l = Pn~l' 

JCF(n). U· Dn~l - Dn = Pn + m[xol. 
Now by applying un~k on both sides of each JCF(k) and adding all of un~k . 
JCF(k), 1 ~ k ~ n, we obtain 

11 

(5.4) un. Do - Dn = L Uk~l. Pn~k+I(X) + m ,[xol. 
k=l 

Since xn ~ p211, Dn = 0, so (5.4) becomes 
n 

(5.5) un. Do - L Uk~l. Pn~k+l(X) = m ,[xol. 
k=l 

Since Do = (d - l)[X], (5.5) becomes 
n 

(5.6) (d -1)un '[Xl - L Uk~lpn~k+l(X) = m ,[xol. 
k=l 

Since XII is of dimension n and Pn~k+I(X) is of dimension (k - 1), we obtain 
11 

(5.7) d(d - 1) - L deg(PII~k+I(X)) = m. 
k=l 

This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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REMARK 5.2. In general, if xn ~ pN (N ? 2n) with a single isolated singularity, 
then the multiplicity m becomes 

n 

m = d(d - 1) - deg(Dn(X» - L deg(Pn_k+I(X»). 

As for deg( Dn( X», refer to [HR, Theorem 3.3 and Ho2]. 
Theorem 5.1 is valid only for the single isolated singularity case. If a singular 

variety has many isolated singularities, say Xl' X 2 , .•• , x r ' then as a corollary of the 
proof of Theorem 5.1, we have 

(5.7') 

where 

(# ) 

and 

(5.1') 

r n 

L m i = d(d - 1) - L deg{Pn_k+I(X»), 

m
i 

= {length{(9p(x).v,), 

0, 

k=1 

where V; = p( *Tx , X) is supported on 

the singularity Xi and dim{*Tx,X) = 2n, 

if dim( *TXi X) < 2n 

Sn(X) = SnM(X) + L mi[xi ] 
i=1 

or, equivalently, 

(5.3') 
i=1 

By (#), if we use Fulton's notation (see §6.1 of [F4] and a remark right after Lemma 
7.1, p. 120), we can see 

PROPOSITION 5.3. Under the same hypothesis as above, 
mi[x;] = (p211 .(X X X»){(Xi,Xi)), 

which is called the part of p2n • (X X X) supported on (Xi' Xi)' 

We may call this the localized self-intersection class of X at Xi and for simplicity 
denote it by (X· X){x,). So we can express (5.1') as follows: 

r 
SI1(X) = s,t;t(X) + L (X· X){x,). 

i=1 

Now, just as in the hypersurface case (cf. Remark 4.8) we will give the integer 
m i = length( (9 P( X),v) (or = 0) a local (and "down-to-earth") description with re-
spect to the singular point Xi' For this we introduce the following definitions. 

DEFINITION 5.4. Let P be a point in p2n and let H be a hyperplane not 
containing the point P. We identify p2n - H with C 2n. Let t be a complex number. 
Then a shift Sp t(Y) of a point y (=1= P) E c2 n is defined to be (see Figure 1) 

S (y) =y + t· _P_---"-y_ 
P.t liP - YII' 
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where liP - yll is the norm of the vector P - y, i.e., 

P - Y = VIPI - Yl1 2 + ... +lp2n - Y2nl 2 

if we let P = (PI"'" P2n ) and Y = (YI"'" Y2n)' 
DEFINITION 5.5. Let xn ~ p2n with isolated singularities. Let x be a singular 

point and P be a point off X. Let H be hyperplane not containing x and consider 
the affine variety xa = X - He p2n - H = C 2n• We assume that P does not lie 
on H. Let e be a small postiive number and t a complex number such that It I « e, 
and B.(x) an e-ball around x. Then the number n(x, P, t, e) associated to the 
singular point x is defined to be (see Figure 2) #(Sp,/(xa) n X a n B.(x», if 
Sp,/(X2) is transverse to x a within B.(x). (We will see later that Sp,/(Xa) and x a 
are transverse to each other within B.(x) for a generic point P off X and sufficiently 
small e and t.) 

We note that as long as we look at a sufficiently small neighborhood of x, we may 
consider the shift SP.t as the translation via the direction vector t . (P - x)/IIP - xii. 

Figure 1 

Figure 2 
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Now we are ready to state the local description of the integer m i appearing in 
(5.1') or (5.3'). 

THEOREM 5.6. Let xn ~ p2n be a reduced singular variety with isolated singularities 
Xl' X 2 ,···, x r • Let P, t, e be as in Definition 5.5. Then 

(i) For each singularity Xi' the number n i = n(xi' P, t, e) is well defined and 
constant for a generic point P, 

(ii) The integer m i appearing in (5.1') is exactly equal to n i' i.e., 

(5.1") Sn(X) = SnM(X) + L nJxil· 
i=l 

PROOF. Since (5.1') and (5.3') are equivalent and the objects of Johnson's 
ramification class Rn(X) and our polar class Pn(X) are more geometrical, we look 
at (5.3') instead of (5.1'). And the idea (or strategy) of our proof is as follows: First 
we take a closer and more careful look at Johnson's ramification cycle, whose 
homology class (or rational equivalence class) is Johnson's ramification class, and 
then step by step we recapture the multiplicity m i within a more tractable or 
"down-to-earth" set up. We prove both (i) and (ii) simultaneously. 

First, fo~ake of convenience, we set up the following notations: 
BL = pN X pN, the blowup of pN X pN along the diagonal, 
E ~xceptional divisor of BL, 
7T: ~ ~ X X X, the blowup map, 
y: X X X ~ G = Gr(N, 1), the Gauss map, 
W( p) = {L E GIL n P =1= 0}, the first Schubert variety, where P is a generic 

center (in our case, P is a point), 
i: XXX ~ BL, the inclusion map, 
j: b = b(X) ~ X X X, the inclusion map, where b = b(X) = y-l(W(p)) is the 

double point scheme, 
R = R(X) = g-j(W(P)), the ramification scheme, where g = ylp(x) is the re-

striction of y to P( X), 
k: P( X) ~ X X X, the inclusion map, 
p: P(X) ~ X, the projection map defined by p = prj 0 7T 0 k, where prj: X X X 

~ X is the projection map. 

E c BL = pN X pN 

I 
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Then, Johnson's ramification cycle Rn(X) is, by definition, 
R,,(X) = p*g* [W(p)] (using Fulton's notation) 

= p*(g* [W(p)] n [P(X)]) 

= prl •. "'* . k*(g* [W(P)] n [P(X)]) (because p = prl o '" 0 k). 
Since R = g-l(W(p», 

Thus 

Let 

where 

[R] = g* [W(p)] (using Fulton's notation) 

= g*[W(P)] n[p(X)]. 

r s 

[R]= Lni[(xi,xi,Lx)] + L nj[(xj,Xj , Lx)], 
i=1 j=r+l 

(1) Each Xi (1 ~ i ~ r) is a singular point, and each Lx is a line in the projective ---- , 
tangent star *TxX such that Lx hits the generic center p. ni attached to each 
[(Xi' Xi' Lx)] is ~ multiplicity of (Xi' Xi' Lx) in the ramification scheme R. Here if 
dim *TxX < 2n for a singular point Xi' then by the genericity of the center P, *TxX 
misses the point P, hence [(Xi' Xi' Lx)] does not appear in [R]. For this case we ~et 
n i = O. 

(2) Each X j (r + 1 ~ j < s) is a polar point and a smooth point (by the genericity 
of the center P) and each Lx is in the projective tangent space TxX. 

) ) 

Then we can show 

LEMMA 5.7. (1) nj (r + 1 ~j ~ s) is equal to 1, 
(2) ni (1 ~ i ~ r) is equal to miki for some positive integer k i. 

PROOF. (1) If we restrict g: P(X) -+ Gr(N, 1) to the reduced subscheme q(P(TX) 
of P( X) (see §3) and let g be the restriction map, then for a generic point P 
g-l(W(p» is the polar point (cf. [Jo, Proof of Theorem of §3.2]), i.e., as a cycle 

s 
g-l(W(p))= L nj[(xj,xj,Lx)]. 

j=r+l 

However, by [Pit, Lemma (l.3)], g-l(W(p» is reduced for a generic point P, hence 
each n j must be equal to l. 

(2) The extra components of P(X) are P(*TXiX) with the multiplicity mi (see (#) 
before Proposition 5.3) and if we restrict g: P(X) -+ Gr(N, 1) to these components, 
then we obtain the ramification (but not polar) cycle 

r 

L ni[(xi,xi,Lx)]. 
i=1 

Thus n i is a positive multiple of m i , i.e., 
ni = mi· k i for some integer k i ~ l. 

This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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Since k is the inclusion map and, by Lemma 5.7, 
r 

(5.8) [k(R)] = k.[R] = L m;' k;[(x;,x;, Lx,)] 
;=1 

s 

+ L [(xj,xj,Lx)]' 
j=r+1 

Now, since 'fT is a one-to-one map on the reduced scheme (i.e., variety), k(R)red = 
{(x;, x;, Lx)}f=l and 'fT«x;, x;, Lx» = (x;, x;), by [F3, §3.1], 

r s 

'fT.' k.[R] = L m;' k;[(x;,x;)] + L [(xj,xj )]. 
;=1 j=r+1 

Similarly, since prl is a one-to-one map on the diagonal 
r s 

Rn(X) = pr1 •• 'fT • . k.[R] = L m;' k;[x;] + L [Xj]' 
;=1 j=r+1 

Since Lj=r+l [x) is the polar part, i.e., Pn(X) = Lj=r+l [Xj]' 
r 

(5.9) Rn(X) = Pn(X) + L m;' k;[x;]. 
;=1 

Then (5.9) and (5.3') imply 
r r 

(5.10) L m; . k;[x;] = L m;[x;], 
;=1 ;=1 

i.e., 
r 

(5.10') L m;(k; - l)[x;] = O. 
;=1 

Since m; is positive, k; = 1, i.e., n; = mi' Hence, by (5.8), we have 
OBSERVATION 5.8. The integer m; = length«(!.lp(x),v) is nothing but the multiplcity 

n; appearing in the ramification scheme k(R) in XXX. 
LEMMA 5.9. Let h = i 0 j: D -+ BL. Then using Fulton's notation, we get 

(5.11) 
PROOF. 

k.[R] = k.(g·[W(P)] n [P(X)]) 
= k.(k· oy·[W(p)] n [P(X)]) because g = yo k, 

= y. [W(p)] n k.[P(X)] by the projection formula. 

Using the following identities (cf. [Jo, Appendix B]) 

k.[P(X)] = i·(E) n [X x X], 

j.[D] = y. [W(P)] n [X x X], 
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k*[R] = y* [W(P)] n (i*[E] n [X X xl), 
= i * [ E] n ( y * [ W( P )] n [X X xl) 
= i*[E] nJ*[D] 
= J*(J *i * [E] n [D]) by the projection formula 

=J*(h*[E] n[D]) becauseh = ioJ 

= J*h*[E] using Fulton's notation. 
Thus we get (5.11). 

Since J is an embedding, the multiplicity n i appearing in k*[ R] is nothing but the 
multiplicity appearing in h*[E]. Therefore we only have to analyze h*[E], i.e., to 
analyze the scheme-theoretical intersection h (D) and E, because h is an embedding. 
(See Figure 3.) 

For this analysis, first of all, we observe the following two things: (1) There is a 
projective line bundle over BL, denoted by K, which is the pull-back of the 
tautological bundle over G = Gr(N, 1) via the Gauss map BL ~ G. To be more 
precise, let 

q: pN X pN _ d(pN) ~ pN X pN X G 
be defined by g(x, y) = (x, y,xy), where xy is the projective line going through the 
two points x and y. Then BL is the closure of the image q(PN X pN \ d(pN». Let 
p: BL ~ G be the restriction of the canonical projection map P3: pN X pN X G ~ 
Gr( N, 1). Let K be the tautological pI-bundle over G, which is a sub bundle of the 
trivial pN-bundle over G. Then the bundle Kover BL is defined to be the pull-back 
p*K of K via the map p: BL ~ G. So, K is a subbundle of the trivial pN-bundle 
over BL, which is p*(PN X G). 

(2) Then we can define the two canonical sections SI' S2: BL ~ K as follows: 
sl((x,y,line)) = ((x,y,line),x), s2((x,y,line)) = ((x,y,line),y). 

(Clearly sl(BL) n s2(BL) = sl(E) = s2(E).) 
Now, our procedure of the analysis is as follows: (Step 1) Capture the scheme-

theoretical intersection of h(D) and E as the scheme-theoretical intersection of 
S2h(D) and sl(BL), and (Step 2) finally, get the local description for the multiplic-
ity n i described in statement (i) in the theorem. (See Figure 4.) 

h 

Figure 3 
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h > 

Figure 4 

Step 1. It is not hard to show that SI and S2 are transverse, i.e., that sl(BL) and 
s2(BL) are transverse. Then we get 

LEMMA 5.10. h*[E] = (S2h)*[SI(BL)], using Fulton's notation. 

PROOF. Since SI and S2 are transverse, and BL is reduced, 
silSl (BL) = SilSl (BL )red. 

It is clear that SilSl (BL) red = Ered (as a set). Since E is also reduced, we get 
Si1Sl(BL) = E, as schemes. Hence 

h*[E] = h*[silSl(BL)] 

= h*si [sl(BL)] using Fulton's notation 

= (s2h)*[SI(BL)]. 
Therefore, since S2h: D ~ K is a scheme-theoretical embedding, (S2)*[SI(BL)] is 

considered as the scheme-theoretical intersection of s2h(D) and sl(BL) (cf. Figure 
4). 

Step 2. Now we are going to show that the multiplicity mj of the point 
(Xj' x j , LXi'x;) is the scheme-theoreitcal intersection of s2h(D) and sl(BL) is equal 
to n(x j , P, t, e) described in Definition 5.5. 

Since in our case D has dimension 1 = 2n - (2n - 1) (see [Jo]), dim BL = 2N 
and dim(s2h(D) n sl(BL) = 0, s2h(D) and sl(BL) intersect properly. Also we 
note that slh(D) and sl(BL) are reduced, i.e., that D and BL are reduced. The 
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reducedness of BL is clear. As for the reducedness of B, we consider two cases: if 
n > 1, then 2n - 1 > n; i.e., xn is projected to the projective space p2n-l whose 
dimension is strictly greater than the dimension of xn. In this case, it is known (see 
[Kl, p. 383]) that pr1*'IT.[D] = [D] has no multiple components; hence D must be 
reduced, or else [D] has a multiple component. If n = 1, i.e., in the plane curve case, 
[D] = pr1*'IT.[D] = (d - l)[X], where d is the degree of X, and D is a (d - 1)-
sheeted cover of X, so D must be reduced, otherwise pr.'IT.[D] = (d - l)[X] does 
not hold. Thus in any case, D is a reduced scheme, so s2h(D) is reduced. Then it is 
known (see [FM2, §1 and §4]) that this scheme-theoretical intersection multiplicity 
m i is nothing but the topological intersection multiplicity of s2h(D) and sl(BL) at 
the point (Xi' Xi' LXi' X;). For this we move sl(BL) slightly along the fiber so that 
the moved sl(BL) intersects s2h(D) transversely in a small neighborhood of 
(Xi' Xi' LXi' X;) and count the intersection points in this neighborhood. Since this is a 
local problem, we can analyze it as follows. Take an e-neighborhood BLe of 
(Xi' Xi' Lx) in BL and an e-neighborhood D. of (Xi' Xi' Lx) in D. Then move 
sl(BL.) slightly along the fiber and count the intersection points of the moved 
sl(BL.) and s2h(De)' To be more precise, let H be a hyperplane not containing Xi 

and consider the affine variety xa = X - He pN - H = eN. Here we can assume 
that a generic point P does not lie on H, so PEeN. Let 'IT: BL ~ eN x eN be the 
blowup (we use the same symbol BL which denotes pN X pN) and let (ao, aO, 6°) 
correspond to the point (Xi' Xi' Lx). So Xi corresponds to the point aO under the 
isomorphism pN - H == eN. With~ut loss of generality, we can assume that the first 
homogeneous coordinate Of is not zero and consider the affine coordinates 1'/i = 0;/01 

(2 ~ i ~ N). Then, let (ao, aO, '1)0) be corresponding to (aO, aO, 6°). Let 

BL. = {(Z,W,'I)) IZi - Wi = (Zl - WI) '1'/i' 

liz - a011 < e, Ilw - a011 < e, 111) -1)°11 < e} 

where 

is the distance between z and aO, and so for IIw - aOIl and 11'1) - '1)°11. Let D. = D n 
BLe' Let I be a sufficiently small complex number such that 0 < 11/11 « e. Then let 

s1.t( BLe) = closure of {(z, w, 1), z + t· w - z ) Iz =1= w, (z, w, 1)) E BLe} 
Ilw - zll 

where z + t . (w - z)/lIw - zll means 

( WI - Zl WN - Z N ) 
Zl + I' II w _ z II , ... , Z N + I . II w - z II . 

Here the fourth entry z + t· (w - z)/lIw - zll does make sense because we can 
consider sl,t(BLe) in the affine trivial eN-bundle over BL (cf. the bundle K 
described before). For the moment we assume that sl,/(BL.) is transverse to 
s2h(D.), which will be discussed later. Then the number of intersection points of 
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#{(Z,W,l1,W) E s2h(D.) IW = z + t. _W_-_Z_} 
IIw - zll 

= #{(Z,W,l1)ED.lllw- zll=l t l} 
= # {W E Xa n B.(aO) I It I =llz - wll,3z E X a n B.(aO),~3 p}, 

where zw is the line going through z and w. 

189 

Here we notice that the transversality of s2h(D.) and sl,/(BL.) implies the 
transversality of sp,/(Xa ) and xa within B.(ao). Hence the following does make 
sense: 

{ p - z } #(SP,t(Xa ) n XU n B.(aO)) = # WE XU n B.(aO)lw = z + t· lip _ zll 

= # { wE X a n B.(aO) I It I = Ilw - zll,3z E X a n B.(aO) , ~3 p}. 
Thus 

(5.12) 

Therefore by Observation 5.8, (5.12), and since taking a generic center P leads us to 
formula (5.3') (although it is independent of the choice of a generic center P), we 
can conclude both statements (i) and (ii) of Theorem 5.6. This completes the proof 
of the theorem. 

It remains only to prove 

LEMMA 5.11. s1,t(BL.) is transverse to s2h(D.) for a sufficiently small E. 

PROOF. (Cf. Figure 5.) Let r be a sufficiently small branch of Sl h( D.) at the point 
sl(a) = s2(a), so r - {sl(a)} is smooth. For a sufficiently small E, we may consider 
that s1,t(BL.) and s2h(D.) are in the product C 2N X C, where the second factor C 

Figure 5 
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indicates the fiber, and sl(BL.) are in the first factor C2N, and sl,I(BL.) is the 
translation of sl(BL.) along the fiber C by t. Let d be a small closed disk around 
the origin in the complex line Cw where w denotes the coordinate of C, and let f: 
(d, 0) ~ (f, sl(a» be the local uniforrnization (or parameterization) of f; i.e., 
(f(w) = (f1(W), ... , f2N(W), f2N+l(W», where fi(W) is a holomorphic function. Let 
'IT: C 2N X C ~ C be the projection map, which is clearly holomorphic. Then under 
the local uniformization of f, the points where f are not transverse to Sl,1 (BL.), 
i.e., the points where the tangent lines of f are in the translated CI2N of C 2N, 
correspond to the points w of d such that ('IT 0 f)'( w) = O. Since 'IT 0 f: d ~ C is 
holomorphic and not a constant map, there are not infinitely many such points 
wEd as ('IT 0 f)' ( w) = 0; otherwise, by a well-known fact in analytic function 
theory (i.e., identity theorem), ('IT 0 f)' == 0, which implies that 'IT 0 f is constant, a 
contradiction. Thus, for each branch (there are only finitely many branches of 
s2h(D.) at the point sl(a) = s2(a», there are only finitely many points where the 
branch is not transverse to sl,I(BL.). Hence if we take a sufficiently small f and 
t, sl,I(BL.) is always transverse to s2h(D.). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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